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Nitro Games launches Autogun Heroes
Nitro Games launches Autogun Heroes, a new mobile action game.

Warm up your fingers, because this game will demand the best from you. Take back the control of an
alien-infested world in this next-gen, non-stop 3D shooter platformer with overloaded guns, a team of
heroes and blast those aliens in the butt! Bring your biggest gun and your A game, because the world
needs heroes.. heroes like you! In Autogun Heroes you rampage through levels and unlock new worlds.
You collect new, powerful heroes in your team and select the best hero for the occasion!

”We are thrilled to launch Autogun Heroes. The game performed exceptionally well in the soft launch
earlier this year. This gives us a great starting point as we’re now expanding the game to wider
audiences”, says Jussi Tähtinen, CEO of Nitro Games.

The game is now available globally (excluding China and Russia) for players on both iOS and Android in
selected stores. Nitro Games acts as the developer and publisher of the game.

”Autogun Heroes offers a visually stunning take on the classic sidescrolling-platformer-shooter gameplay
combined with modern progression systems and meta gameplay. We believe this is a combination that
will keep our players entertained for a long time”, concludes Jussi Tähtinen.



Read more about the game on the game website: http://www.autogunheroes.net
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Nitro Games in brief:

Nitro Games is a mobile game developer and publisher. Nitro Games team is a multinational group of
mobile gaming professionals that has the expertise from development to publishing to live-operations.
The Company focuses on producing high quality mobile games mostly for the mid-core audience. Nitro
Games is specialized in the category of shooter games. With Nitro Games’ powerful NG Platform and
the NG MVP process, the Company is able to carry out market validation with its games during
development. Nitro Games has developed several games such as Autogun Heroes, NERF: Superblast,
Lootland, Heroes of Warland, Medals of War, Raids of Glory. The company offers its services also to
selected customers and has developed several successful projects to leading mobile gaming companies.

Nitro  Games’ shares  are  listed on Nasdaq First  North  Growth Market  with  the  ticker  NITRO. The
Certified Adviser is FNCA Sweden AB, info@fnca.se.
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